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Mass customization as a business model: Business plan for online furniture company

Martin Žák
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Overall, the thesis is excellent piece of work. The author develops a business plan for the promising idea of online 
customization of furniture. It is done in detailed and professional way. The thesis is based in current international 
literature, the market survey is correctly done. The thesis has very high practical applicability, for this reason I suggest the 
thesis to be awarded as "Excellent thesis" (ESOP). The only small criticism I have with regard to the use of literature (it 
might be more colorful in some parts) and some sources in Bibliography section are reported twice or incomplete.
Question: Funding request sets up the company valuation at the level of approx. 27 mil. CZK, what is the opinion of the 
author - will investors perceive valuation at the same level? And what is the plan for looking for such investors?

 E V A L U A T I O N  O F  T H E  M A S T E R´S  T H E S I S

To write a business plan for a mass customized online furniture company operating on Czech and Swiss market, analyse 
the potential and feasibility of this business idea and calculate the financial estimates of the business


